InterContinental
London Park Lane
SITUATED AT ONE OF THE CAPITAL’S MOST
prestigious addresses, InterContinental London
Park Lane (parklane.intercontinental.com) presents modern luxury accommodations in the heart
of Mayfair. Inspired by its location overlooking
the Royal Parks, the hotel delivers elegant natural interiors and award-winning seasonal cuisine.
The flagship InterContinental Hotels & Resorts®
property combines exemplary service with a
concierge team that brings insider London to life.
Guests seeking the best the property has to
offer will want to consider requesting one of an
array of suites available. Guests can enjoy contemporary British interiors in one of the 447 rooms,
which include 60 expansive suites with four signature designs. The halo suites feature Royal Suite &
By Appointment Collection, which pays homage
to the hotel’s location on the site of 145 Piccadilly, Queen Elizabeth II’s former
childhood residence, the London Suite, and newly refurbished Wellington and
Presidential. From apartment style and timeless glamour to understated luxury,
each is uniquely designed to meet a range of guest tastes and needs.
Overlooking Apsley House, the home of the Duke of Wellington, the
Wellington Suite provides one of the most impressive entertaining or meeting
spaces in London. The suite includes an expansive living space, private eightseater dining or meeting area with kitchen and spacious bedroom. The suite
can also be connected to three additional guest rooms to create a customizable
travel experience.
The London Suite is a duplex apartment-style offering with spectacular
floor-to-ceiling windows, which overlook the Royal Parks and Wellington
Arch. This is contemporary design at its most impressive with a floating staircase to seamlessly link the two floors. Visitors will revel in one of the most
impressive views in London from the relaxation of their eight-seater sofa or
intimate dining area. Upstairs awaits a new perspective of the capital’s historic
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Clockwise from top: Palace Suite living and dining area;
Royal Suite living area, study area, and bedroom

skyline, which can be absorbed from the grand king-size bed, jet walk-in
rain shower, or while soaking in the bath. The stunning suite is replete with
bespoke furnishings and generous wardrobe space, and is designed for the
modern traveler.
Last but certainly not least, the newly designed Royal Suite &
By Appointment Collection pay homage to the hotel’s location on the
site of 145 Piccadilly, Queen Elizabeth II’s former childhood residence.
Attention is in every detail of the timeless design that encapsulates signature styles from Her Majesty’s early life through to the present. The
new By Appointment Collection offers the ultimate luxury with a flexible
design that can be tailored exclusively to the needs of each guest. The
four interconnecting rooms have been redesigned in a matching style and
can be joined to create an incredible five-bedroom, five-bathroom space
that presents one of the largest offerings in the capital. The hotel’s famous
London Suite, which is a duplex apartment-style offering, can also be interconnected to create a stunning space.
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